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Background
The primary mission of the Office of Nuclear Energy is to advance nuclear
power as a resource capable of meeting the Nation's energy, environmental,
and national security needs by resolving cost, safety, proliferation
resistance, and security barriers through research, development, and
demonstration as appropriate.
• Develop technologies and other solutions that
can improve the reliability, sustain the safety,
and extend the life of current reactors.

• Develop improvements in the affordability of
new reactors to enable nuclear energy to help
meet the Administration’s energy security and
climate change goals.

• Develop sustainable fuel cycles.
• Understand and minimize the risks of nuclear
proliferation and terrorism.
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Activities Promoting the
Screening and Evaluation Study
Nine DOE-Specified Evaluation Criteria
Nuclear Waste Management
Proliferation Risk
Nuclear Material Security Risk
Safety
Environmental Impact
Resource Utilization
9 DOEDevelopment and Deployment
Risk
Specified
Institutional Issues
Evaluation
Financial Risk and EconomicsCriteria

Evaluation Metrics were developed for each
Evaluation
Criterion

2011

2012

Feb 2014

Nov 2014
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Evaluation & Screening - Goal

 The Evaluation and Screening is a framework and process
• Has value when completed and in the future e.g.
– Evaluating impact of changes in policy

 Goal – use the framework to inform DOE on R&D needs that
would support development of “all the most promising” fuel
cycle options
• “All the most promising” options are those that have the potential for
significant beneficial improvement compared to the current US nuclear
fuel cycle
• Provide technical objectives for the associated technology development
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Informing DOE Nuclear Energy R&D
Decision-Making

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE
EVALUATION & SCREENING
(Strategic Phase –
inform on R&D needs)
High-Level Evaluation Criteria
and Evaluation Metrics

Analysis of results and technology
objectives with the R&D campaigns
Consideration of other domestic and
international programs to explore
opportunities to leverage R&D

Comprehensive Set of
Fuel Cycle Options
Evaluation and Screening
Relative merit compared to the
current U.S. Fuel Cycle

Results

DOE DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS
(determining R&D directions)

Information

FUEL CYCLE R&D
NEEDS Promising Fuel Cycle
Options and the Corresponding
Technology Objectives

Policy and Budget
Considerations

DOE
Decisions
DOE/NE R&D
Program
Priorities

Evaluation and Screening Study
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Scope of the Study

Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation and Screening
Does
Provide a framework and process to allow decision
makers to evaluate the impact of policy decisions
Provide a screening tool to identify fuel cycle options
with the potential to provide substantial improvement
Provide information for R&D prioritization
Base the evaluation on fundamental fuel cycle
characteristics (e.g. fast versus thermal reactor)
Provide extensive documentation for transparency of
the process, credibility of the data, understanding of
the methods, and applicability of the conclusions
Assess performance of a fully developed and
deployed alternative fuel cycle and provide
information on development R&D

Does Not
Make Policy decisions
Decide on the preferred fuel cycle(s) or identify fuel
cycle options that provide incremental improvement
Decide what R&D will be conducted or how it will be
conducted
Evaluate at the specific technology level (e.g. gas
cooled fast reactor versus lead cooled fast reactor),
or evaluate engineering design of fuel cycle facilities
Preclude incorporation of additional data and
knowledge in the future, or inhibit reconsideration if
issues or criteria evolve
Investigate the transition from the current U.S. fuel
cycle to a fully deployed alternative fuel cycle
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Fuel Cycle Options Studies
Approach
Develop a
comprehensive Set
of Fuel Cycle
Options*

Define 40
Evaluation Groups
(EGs)

Nine Specified
Evaluation Criteria

Define 25
Evaluation Metrics

Fuel Cycle Options
Criteria and Metrics

Define Ranges of Metric
Weighting for each
Criterion and Criteria
Weighting for 15 Multiple
Criteria Scenarios

Evaluation
Screening

Key Insights about
Fuel Cycles

* Included Inputs from Outside DOE-NE
Note: All activities were reviewed by the IRT

Generate Metric
Data for the 40 EGs

Establish Potential
Benefits and
Challenges for 40
EGs

Screen to Identify
Promising Options
Identify R&D
Needs
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Development of a Comprehensive Set
of Fuel Cycle Options
 Fuel cycle options were specified at the functional level, not at the technology
level, to facilitate development of a comprehensive set for fuel cycle
performance
• “Once-through using enriched-U fuel in thermal critical reactors”, NOT “oncethrough using enriched U oxide fuel in light water reactors”
• “Continuous recycle of U/Pu with new natural-U fuel in fast critical reactors”, NOT
“continuous recycle of U/TRU metallic fuel with new natural-U metallic fuel in a
sodium-cooled fast reactor and with electrochemical reprocessing of the used fuel”
 Six fundamental principles were identified to characterize those aspects of the
nuclear fuel cycle that have the potential to affect performance
1. Once-through or recycle (limited or continuous)
2. Critical and/or sub-critical (externally driven systems)
3. Neutron spectrum for irradiation (thermal, intermediate, or fast)
4. Uranium and/or thorium
5. Need for uranium enrichment
6. Recycle elements (for recycle fuel cycles): One or more of: U (includes 233U bred
from Th); Pu; minor actinides (MA); All transuranic elements (TRU); Th; fission
products (FP)
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The Comprehensive Set of Fuel Cycle
Options - Screening details

30 once through
336 single stage recycle
4032 two stage recycle

40 Evaluation Groups

Nine DOE Specified
Evaluation Criteria
1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics

1 of 25 set
of
metrics
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Beneficial Fuel Cycle Characteristics
 For the Criteria and Metrics used in the Study, the best
performing fuel cycles had one or more of the following
characteristics
• Continuous recycle of actinides (U/Pu, U/TRU, or 233U/Th)
• Fast neutron spectrum reactors (may also include intermediate spectrum
reactors)
• Critical reactors
• High internal conversion (of fertile to fissile)
• No uranium enrichment is required once steady-state conditions are
established

 The potential benefits associated with thorium use in thermal or
fast reactors are not quite as great as for uranium use in fast
reactors
 Some requirements for promising options include:
• Using technologies that facilitate or enhance safe design and operation
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Some Key Insights –
General and Waste Generation
 Benefit Criteria – only 3 of the benefit criteria are affected by the choice of
fuel cycle; Nuclear Waste Management and Resource Utilization show the
potential for large changes; modest changes were possible for
Environmental Impact
 Continuous recycle of actinide elements – the actinide elements (thorium,
protactinium, uranium, plutonium, neptunium, americium, curium, and so on)
are major contributors to the long-lived hazard from irradiation of nuclear
fuel, and can be a source of energy
• recycling the actinide elements benefits efficient use of fuel resources and reduction of
nuclear waste generation

 The separations processes should have total nominal product losses of 1%
or less to waste disposal
• larger losses may be acceptable while still preserving sufficient benefits, but smaller
losses may not be of further benefit

 Low Level Waste Generation – many fuel cycles have LLW generation that is
within the range of experience for the current U.S. fuel cycle since D&D
wastes are a significant part of overall LLW for a fuel cycle
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Some Key Insights (cont.)

 All fuel cycles are capable of safe deployment, with safety
challenges comparable to the current U.S. fuel cycle for most
options
• Choice of implementing technologies and facility design may be able to
provide enhanced safety for any fuel cycle

 Many of the promising options may be expected to have
electricity production costs that are similar to, or close to, the
estimated production costs for continuing the current U.S. fuel
cycle
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Challenges

 Any transition to a new fuel cycle from the
current U.S. fuel cycle would take decades
to achieve, depending on the rate of
construction and the replacement of
existing facilities (as needed) – however,
some benefits may accrue much more
quickly

 Any promising fuel cycle option faces
institutional issues related to the lack of
regulations / licensing experience and the
lack of supporting infrastructure
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Challenges (cont.)

 R&D to develop technologies to the point
where they are ready for industrialization
can be several billion dollars when major
engineering demonstration facilities are
included, such as reactors, processing
plants, and fuel fabrication plants
 Commercialization to the first-of-a-kind
plant would also cost several billion dollars
for the major facilities
 The total cost of deploying a new fuel cycle
will require an investment of several
hundred billion dollars, estimated to be
comparable to, or somewhat greater than,
replacing the current U.S. reactor fleet with
new LWRs
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Some R&D Needs –
Most Promising Options
 Reactor Development
• R&D on fast critical reactors because these reactors

facilitate effective consumption of actinide elements and
efficient use of uranium fuel resources
– The reactors must have conversion of fertile materials to more
fissionable materials that is sufficient to sustain operation
without the need for ongoing supplies of enriched uranium

 Separations / Recycling Development
• R&D on separation of U/Pu or U/TRU from irradiated fuel to
make them available for recycle
– The separations processes should have total nominal product

losses of about 1% or less to waste disposal; larger losses may
be acceptable while still preserving sufficient benefits, but
smaller losses may not be of further benefit

 Fuel Development
• R&D on recycle fuel development to facilitate use of

separated U/Pu or U/TRU as fuel
– The fuel should have irradiation capability (e.g., fuel burnup,
cladding integrity) comparable to or greater than today's fuel

 For any fuel cycle technology, a goal should be to
reduce disposal needs by addressing waste
generation as part of the R&D, including
development of waste forms that reduce the volume
of HLW since HLW volume can be an important
factor for deep geologic disposal
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Fuel Cycle Catalog
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Catalog Home Page
https://connect.sandia.gov/sites/Nucle
arFuelCycleOptionCatalog
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Purposes of the Catalog
 Publicly-available resource of fuel cycle information
 Create, manage, and communicate traceable, searchable lists of
fuel cycle system options and selected information on
associated enabling technologies to support R&D investment
decisions.
 Provide an interactive tool to communicate the option space for
nuclear fuel cycles
 Support R&D program planning by National Technical Directors
and Federal managers
 Catalog hosted by Sandia National Laboratory
• Contributions to the Catalog to date have been from the DOE laboratories; future
contributors are expected to include universities (mainly through the NEUP
program) and others
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ConclusionStatus of Fuel Cycle Options Study
 Fuel Cycle Catalog released in February 2014
 Initial report to be published (publicly) in November 2014
• includes data packages for each of 40 fuel cycle groups
• estimates of some waste volumes and masses by type
• based on a consistent set of assumptions across all 40 fuel cycles groups
 Future activities
• complete waste mass and volume estimates
• begin to develop data on transition states and research needs for cycles with
high potential benefits

 Data issues
• much of the data on waste is based on “expert judgment” since very little
experimental data is available for fuel cycles that are not well developed
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Thanks
https://connect.sandia.gov/sites/NuclearFuelCycleOptionCatalog
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